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Most children don’t know 
much about the structure 
and function of the brain



But they do know about 
guard dogs and wise owls 



The emotionally reactive 
guard dog amygdala who 

wants to keep you safe

The wise owl prefrontal 
cortex who thinks things 
through and can tell the 
guard dog not to worry



Explaining a joke is like dissecting a frog. You understand it better but the frog dies in 

the process

Putting a nappy on a three-month-old is like trying to gift wrap a live cat

Seeing things as similar 
because they share the 
same abstract relations

What is an analogy?



Science concepts are 
systems of abstract relations

Analogies are excellent tools 
to allow us to learn abstract 

science concepts



The role of analogies in learning

How conceptual memory works

Why children can find analogies difficult

How to support children learn with analogies

Outline of presentation



Analogy

Analogy is similarity by virtue of shared abstract relations



Analogy

Analogy is similarity by virtue of shared abstract relations

We can see analogies with 
different relations



Melting Polar-ice causes less solar 
heat to be reflected into space

Increasing heat in atmosphere 
causes Polar-ice to melt

Positive feedback 
loop

Key function of analogies 1: Learning relational concepts

More births causes population to 
increase

Increasing population causes more 
births

Brain learns the bit that 
both share – the abstract 

relations 



eat, drink, go, stop, run, jump, walk, sleep, wash, kiss, open, close, push, pull, fix, 

broke, play, want, hug, love, hurt, tickle, give, all gone, all done, dance, help, fall, 

shake, see, watch, look, sit, stand, throw, catch, blow, cry, throw, swing, slide, climb, 

ride, rock, come, draw

Key function of analogies 1: Learning relational concepts



Key function of analogies 2: Inference

Mitochondria are like the batteries of a cell

Brain can rapidly make inferences 
about the relations between 

mitochondria and cells by 
understanding the relations 

between batteries and electrical 
devices



How does it work?



The role of analogies in learning

How conceptual memory works

Why children can find analogies difficult

How to support children learn with analogies

Outline of presentation

The best way to learn how 
we learn concepts through 
analogies is to understand 

how the conceptual systems 
works



Conceptual memory: Key points

1. Meaning is all about spatial and causal relations

2. Concepts are only partially active when used

3. New concepts are mostly constructed from existing concepts



Conceptual memory

Massive network of:

• Features

• Things

• Relationships (between things)



1. Meaning comes from relations



Brown, 
white, 
yellow

Wings

Feet

Eyes

Beak

Feathers

1. Meaning comes from relations

Intrinsic features
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1. Meaning comes from relations

Intrinsic features

Causal relations

Spatial relations

‘You can tell a lot about a 
concept by the company it keeps’ 

- meaning comes from how it 
relates to other things – spatial 

and causal relations



2. Concepts are only ever partially active – depends on context 



Comes in 
packaging

Found in 
shops

Goes inside 
electrical 
devices

Carried in 
hands

Supplies 
energy

Stores 
energy in 
chemicals

Causes the 
thing it’s in 
to function

Gold, sliver 
and black

Metallic

Cylindrical
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2. Concepts are only ever partially active – depends on context 

The TV remote has stopped 
working – batteries may have 
run out of energy

Need to know that batteries 
supply energy

Sourcing new batteries – any in 
the kitchen draw?

Need to know what batteries 
look like

None in the kitchen draw? 

Need to know they are found in 
shops

Disposing of old batteries

Need to know they are store 
energy in chemicals – need 
taking to battery bank



3. New concepts are constructed from existing concepts



3. New concepts are constructed from existing concepts

What existing knowledge is our concept of ‘democracy’ 

constructed from? 



Mitochondria are like the batteries of a cell

3. New concepts are constructed from existing concepts
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3. New concepts are constructed from existing concepts

“Mitochondria are like 

the batteries of a cell”



3. New concepts are constructed from existing concepts

“Mitochondria are like 

the batteries of a cell”

Existing knowledge is a 
scaffold to construct new 

knowledge around



Conceptual memory: Key points

1. Meaning is all about spatial and causal relations

2. Concepts are only partially active when used

3. New concepts are mostly constructed from existing concepts
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Why do children find analogies difficult?

One way we study children’s ability 

to learn with analogies is with 

analogy problems

Children may know that sand goes 

into buckets and drinks go into 

glasses but they still focus on things 

that are perceptually similar or things 

that are related but with the wrong 

relations

Young children can have a 

perceptual bias



Why do children find analogies difficult?

It takes until well into adolescence 

before children are able to 

spontaneously transfer the correct 

relations 

R = .513 ***



“Mitochondria are like 

the batteries of a cell”

Why do children find analogies difficult?

Children learn perceptual 
and feature information first 
- relatively stronger than the 
relational information they 

have



“Mitochondria are like 

the batteries of a cell”

Children are also not very 
good at inhibiting the 
irrelevant information

Why do children find analogies difficult?



“Mitochondria are like 
the batteries of a cell”

They can transfer the wrong 
information across –

misconceptions –
mitochondria are made of 

metal

Why do children find analogies difficult?



Why do children find analogies difficult?

Young children can have a perceptual bias because:

1. They learn perceptual and feature information first – relatively stronger 

than relational information

2. Children’s inhibitory control is still developing and they can struggle to 

inhibit irrelevant information

This can lead to children transferring to wrong information across in an 

analogy which can lead to misconceptions



The role of analogies in learning

How conceptual memory works

Why children can find analogies difficult

How to support children learn with analogies

Outline of presentation



Choose analogies that are familiar

Spend time discussing the existing knowledge first- use relational language and 

gesture to highlight the relevant relations

Use the same relational language and gesture when introducing the new concept

Provide visual examples – allow them to compare and contrast

Discuss where the analogy breaks down – dig out the misconceptions through 

discussion

How to support children learn with analogies



Spend time on the existing knowledge first

What do you want them to focus on?



Spend time on the existing knowledge first

Use relational language and gesture to draw their attention to the relations you want 

them to transfer

Inside

Core in the centre

Four layers

Each is bigger

They surround each other

A thin crust on the outside



Spend time on the existing knowledge first

Use relational language and gesture to draw their attention to the relations you want 

them to transfer

Inside

Core in the centre

Four layers

Each is bigger

They surround each other

A thin crust on the outside

Use spatial gestures that 

embody relevant relations –

around, inside, through etc.



Transfer relations using language

Describe the new concept with the same relational language and gesture

Inside

Core in the centre

Four layers

Each is bigger

They surround each other

A thin crust on the outside



Scaffold their attention

Use pointing gestures to guide their attention when pointing out similarities 



Provide images to compare



Provide images to compare



Provide images to compare



Provide images to compare



Provide images that contrast 

Which is more like the Earth? Why?



Digging out misconceptions – where does the analogy breakdown?

How are they different? Discuss children’s current understanding – misconceptions are 

children’s ‘current model’ – why do they think this? 



Analogies – using existing relational knowledge as a scaffold to construct new 

knowledge around

Very useful for teaching science concepts that involve understanding causal

relations

When children struggle, it is not because they cannot ‘do’ analogies

Children often struggle because they are not thinking about the right relations

Scaffolding children attention is an easy way to support learning with analogies

Key points



Choose analogies that are familiar

Spend time discussing the existing knowledge first- use relational language and 

gesture to highlight the relevant relations

Use the same relational language and gesture when introducing the new concept

Provide visual examples – allow them to compare and contrast

Discuss where the analogy breaks down – dig out misconceptions through 

discussion

Key points



Further discussion questions

Understanding scientific knowledge is understanding systems of causal relations

between things - cause and effect

Do children have a good explicit understanding of cause and effect to construct 

cause and effect systems with? Would this be useful? 

What analogies would be useful to help construct an explicit understanding of cause 

and effect?



Further info

Vendetti, M. S., Matlen, B. J., Richland, L. E., & Bunge, S. A. (2015). Analogical reasoning in the 

classroom: Insights from cognitive science. Pdf here

Glynn, S. M. (2008). Making science concepts meaningful to students: teaching with analogies. Pdf here

Good general resource about how the brain works - http://howthebrainworks.science/

Lot’s of interesting info and blogs on the science of learning -

http://www.educationalneuroscience.org.uk/

Join Learnus! - https://www.learnus.co.uk/

My contact details:

Email: msloco01@mail.bbk.ac.uk

Web: matthewslocombe.com

Twitter: @matthewslocombe

https://cloudfront.escholarship.org/dist/prd/content/qt5019j24r/qt5019j24r.pdf
http://blogs.oregonstate.edu/smedcohort/files/2010/01/Glynn2008MakingScienceConceptsMeaningful.pdf
http://howthebrainworks.science/
http://www.educationalneuroscience.org.uk/
https://www.learnus.co.uk/
mailto:msloco01@mail.bbk.ac.uk
https://matthewslocombe.com/
https://twitter.com/matthewslocombe?lang=en

